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ABSTRACT
Totest fhe differences in effect of postsecondary

vocational training offeFed bypublic schools and by proprietary
schools, a study based on a sample'of 4,8000 students and graduates
in the accounting, .progrkming, electronic technician training, dental
assisting, secretarial, knd cosmetology occupations was designed.

Even though vocational.s udents are generally the least advantaged
studemts in postsecondar education, the study determined that
proprietary students w.er the least advantaged of these. Since
proprietary, schools offe narrowly-targeted, no-frills trainingin
short, intensive, but fl xible programs, they are frequently more
attractive than comparable programs in the §ubliCi-schools. The study
concluded t at students from either type of program were liable to

have, their mployment aspiratiohs frustrated tunless tvly chose o

work at the lower levels of the occupational hierarchy. Hence many
schools "are not living up 10 their explicit or implicit promises of
upward mobility through self-help. Recommendations for protecting
vocational educatiOn consumers include: access to reliable
information on vocational programs, government standards regarding

program effectivenesp, truth-in-advertising requirements, audits by
government-appointed:\agencies, equal pay for equal work for women and

minorities, coordinated experimentation on ways to best use all
occupational training resources, and self-evaluation of program

objectives. (JR)
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PROTECTING THE VOC ED CONSUMER

ft

F,E B 2 6 1976

by: Wellford W. Wilms
Center for R &,D in Higher Education
University of California, Berkeley

Across the country, state legislatures are ]beveling off

the,proportion of state tax revenues going to higher education

and federal aid is shifting from schools to students. College=

going rates have dropped, and with the birthrates at an all-time

low, the long-term prospects for schools and colleies look no

better. These realities, coupled with the recession that is

upon us, promise that:

.4

Institutions will scramble even more for
.
the shrinking

resources. Institutions' claims about their value to

students and society will escalate and competition between

public and private schools will grow,stronger.

LegWatures and other policymaking (and budgetmaking)

bodies will for effective programs. They-will also

search for programs that can do the job with the least

resources.
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The demand for occupational training will continue to

increase. Particularly in recessionary times, many

people-grasp at straws--and vdcational training is a, ,

tempting straw, especially when there is an implied

promise of employment at the end of the schooling.

The public commitment to vocational education is huge.

As of 1970, over one million students were in public ,postsecondary

-0* It

programs. Last year the federal government spent almost one half

billion dollars on occupational training. the average, the states

multiply that expenditure by five ",, ,the total public investment in

vocational training runs around $2.5 billion per year.

This is only part of the story. 2-roprietary*schools (or

schools inccrporated as profitmaking enterprises) are equally big

business. ',At last count, about, 10,000 proprietary vocational schools

enrolled over three million students innuallTaia produced gross

annual revenues of at least $2.5 bi'lion, on which they paid substan-

tial personal and corporate taxes. The 10,000 schools are made up of

about-one-third "beauty" or cosmetology- schools: one - third- trade

and technical schools, and_one.-third business plus the-correspondence

schools. Although correspondence schools represent less than 1,000

of the ;schools, they enroll two-thirds of the students and produces

over one half of the.industry's income. Proprietary schools have been,
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kept at arm's length by traditional educators,apparently because

they are primarily interested in the bottom line of the income state-

6 ment. Nevertheless, the proprietaries have a foot in the door. They

are' now eligible to partftipate th'a variety of federal student-aid

programs. The Higher Education Act of 1972 also specified their in-

_

clusion on the "1292 CommWSTOns," and various laws provide for subf.

contracting between public -and proprietary scgools.

Despite the large commitment to. vocational education in this

country, we know incredibly little about what differences either kind

of school make-gm-peoples' lives. Most studies of junior and commun--

ity colleges never raise that essential question - -let alone answer it --

and because proprietaries were just "discovered," research on them is

almost nonexistent.

Because of the paucity of information on the effectiveness

of postsecondary vocational
training:ancirbecause of the importance of

the issue, the National Institute of Education-awarded us a grant to

-answer-some-fundamental-questions-
about-the-effeveness of Vocational

training. We designed the study to see if there were s s ematic difference:

in the kinds of students that went to'public or proprietary schools (exclud-

ing correspondence schools). More important, we Wanted to know if one

group was more successful in'the labor market than the other. We did

not intend to generalize to all schools in the country. Rather

3
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we constructed the sample to .see if any differences held across

diverse kinds of public and proprietary schools, geographic regions,

and occupaIlons in a random sample of 50 schools in thd'Standard

Metropolitan Statistical Areas of San Francisco, Chicago, and Boston,

and Miami that covered six occupations: accounting, -programming,

electronic, technician training, dental assisting, secretarial, and cosmeto-

logy. From these schools we drew samples of.4,800 students and

graduates.

Generally, students who attend both,public and proprietary

vocational schools axe the least-advantaged students in the post-

secondary "system." Yet our study showed a still further distinc-

tion.: proprietary students are the ledst advantages of the least

'advantaged. Proprietary students were more likely high school

dropouts or graduates of the low-status general or vocational

11
programs. Also, proprietary students were more likely from an

ethnic minority group and their verbal skills lagged behind their

public school counterparts. Interestingly,ye found no'differences

in motivation between the public and proprietary students, which

dispels the old myth that'proprietary students are more highly

motivated.

But why, if public schools were designed to serve the

.
least-advantaged students, weren't they reaching them? It seemed

4



like a paradox--to find the_least-advantaged students paying stiff

fees for training' pey could have gotten nearly free:nearby:

*--

The answer, we think, lies in the differences between the

schools. Proprietary schools could be'characterized.as "single-

purpose" schotls that provide training for specific occupations..

On the other hand, public community colleges provide a wide,variety

.

different'of programs for many i kisnds of people. Proprietary pro-

grams are not only narrowly taieted, they are about half as long

as pUblic
, t

prograMis on the average, because they do not include general

education courses like history and English, and because they are

more intensive. On the average, proprietary students spend about

twice as much time in the classroom as public students. Also, pro-

prietary programs are more flexible--they start more times each year'

and classes are more often scheduled at_odd hours.

_
Proprietary schoolsare frequently small' and operate without

frills. In our study, the average proprietary school enrollment was

290 compared with the.enormous average public school size of' 7,800.

Finally, proprietary teacher S were paid on the average $6,800 per

year--about 65 percent of what public teachers earn. Proprietary

teachers also worked longer hours than their public counterparts.

They spend an average of 27 hours each week in clas.s4compared with

6
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public teachers' 18 hours in class. So, when we compute instructional

costs, the .proprietary school costs are 36 percent less than public

school costs. Proprietary schools, then, driven by the profit motive,

offer narrowly- targeted, norfrills trainin6-in short, intensive,.-but

1

flexible courses. To survive in the face of competition from the

public schools, they actively, and sometimes, decepttyely, advertise

theil. programs. Many students they areach are already marked as'aca-

demit failures and thev probably feel more comfortable in a "noncollegi-

ate" setting.

Through the good work of the Univei-sity of Chicago's National

Opinion Research Center (NORC),,we were able to reach 85 percent of all

graduates in the six occupational programs from the 1970-71, 1972-73

school years. NORC's personal and telephone interviews with each of the

2,270 graduates from our selected private and public schools revealed

_.tha.t.there were ltttle-or,no-differences between_the_occupationar Wc,cess

4-

of public and proprietary graduates. However, we did find that:

Only two out of ten graduates from both public and proprie.:

tary schools who trained for professional or technical-level

jobs ever' got them. !Most became clerks or took low-paying,

unrelated jobs.

6
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Almost eight out of ten public and proprietary graduates

from the lower -level clerical or service worker programs

got the jobs they trained for, but, with the exception of

secretaries, barely earned the federal minimum wage.

Neither kind of school fully compensated for less-advantaged

students' backgrounds. Womn always earned less than

men, and in all but one case, ethnic minorities earned

less- than whites in the same jobs.

0 I'

Proprietary graduates were generally less satisfied

with their training than their public counterparts,

apparently because proprietary graduates paid 20 times

more for their training. Public school graduates'

out-of4ocket costs were much less because their schooling

as largely subsidized by taxes.

From our data, we co elude that this latest evolution in

////,

postsecondary education tha

least advantaged populatio

o inequalities more tha

o y has recently been extended to the

", ri)

in the system maintains class and income

overcome them. Consider:

45 percent of ur sample clearly expressed the desire

to achieve a-pr fessional or technical-level job-by

4,4
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enrolling for training as accounts, programmers,-br

electror77 technicians, but only 16 percent reached

th-goal . .

Only 19 percent of the'sample wanted to become clerical

workers but twice that many, 38 percent of the sample,

got clerical jobs.

At_the_lowest_leNal-bisthe occupational hierarchy in our

selected occupations, 37 percent wanted employment as

service workers, and 33 percent found that employment

after training.

Aswe'move'llown in the occupational hierarchy, the fit \

between training and employment imProves'. A person's background

appears to Operate indieedly on `his carepe-thfbugh-th-d-k-thebf

a--

schooling he or she chooses. Those with the mdst resources choose

four-year universities and get higher-status jobs. Those with the

least resources choose two-year or shorter occupational programs in

public or proprietary schools and get low-status jobs.--

We found no evidence that training offered by these public

i4 0

and proprietary schools necessarily 4cked.quality. We think these

graduates.fared'poorly in the labor market because access to higher-

,9
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paying, hifgher-status occupations
is determined more by years of

schooling :ham by technical ability. Yet, those longer (four yeatl

programs are generally, available only to those who are relatNely
'

advantaged already.

We do not know what would have happened to vocational

graduates if they had had no training, but these data,show clearly

that many schools are not living up to their explicit or implicit

A

'promise of upWard mobility.throuh self help. These findings do

not apply to every school in the country. Some public and proprietary

schools undoubtedly do Vinr what they promiseand others do na.

But because the.findings, from 'a carefully designed sample, were so

consistently negative,_the subject warraas immediate attention -from

f

-responsible state-anClfederalegislatars, educationa)authorities.,

and parents and prospective students.
,

I .

We realize that getting an education, whether occupational
t

or academic, is a risky business. Few of us end up just where we

thought we were going when we started out. But consumers of post-
.,

secondany vocational training deserve special attention because they

are generally the least advantaged and most vulnerable students in

the system. To them, a commitment of time and money usually represents

10
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,a once- in- a- li.fetinie effort tohbreak out of their place at the low

end of the economic ladder. History' and ,connon sense tell: us we

cannot protect all people from Illaking'wooi,us.wewl,,Mwever,

,'make sure that people have At least minimal information when they

0

make decisions. The fpllowang recomnendations, offered in outline

form, address the ,question of how to get important facts to potential

consumers of vocational eacation. We are working with .a variety of

people° to refine them so that they will, hopefully, have an im7act

on forthcoming federal and state legislation. We welcome all con-

structive -criticism and suggestions.

Recommendation ill.. The federal and state governments

should take steps to..insure that potential students

have access: to reliate information on a school's

' educational programs. That information should include

specific employment objectives of tl ;e programbliaa
detailed description of how well the programs have

met those objectives in the past. Regulatf:cins should

apply to private (nonprofit and proprietary) and,public

-schools:

(

Our study shows that public and proprietary schools were

4

not effective in placing graduates In techn'ital or 'professional-

level 'jobs. The fiat between traihing and placement was better

furtherdown in the accupational hierarchy, but, even tHere, -the

graduate's' earnings were so low we wonder 'if they would have chosen

those programs kndwing the probab'l'e salary at the other end.
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Schools must pro de id'farmation that eai ns exactly what.

kin d
,

of ajo. b a prog ram is tra. ining.f.for. ff mosetompute; r
.

program-

mingsgraduates get computer operating. and keypunch jobs, prospective

.

.

student'/s have a right to .know. Potential students -also should be

. ., ...
. ,

P able to filid out attrition and pl'acement rates and earnings of

former students before making a decision.

S

The Federal Trade Commission has proposed a regulation that

Ao0i,d require proprietary 'schools making claims about employment or

, 1

earnings resulting frgm their training to substantiate those claims

. . %

cith,placemeap..and salary information from its graduates. The prd-

--posed regulation moves in-the.right direction, but because of the

COmmission's statutory limitations, the regulation covers only 4:

protitmaking schools, We feel that singling out proprietary schools.

for regulation would unfairly discriminate aga:ns.t,them.
,

s

.Recommend ation g. The federal and state goverftlents

should consider developing standards for vocational

Oprogram effectiveness. Certification would-be based,

on the schools''ability'to place graduates in jobs

for Whilli,they trained.
V s./

-.%'Z's`'

. a

4 / 1 7:Ya . a ..

%

.

1 Product standardization
andscertificatioh,is.one of ttie

..

,
a

' . most commor forms of regulation.. Although.these standards usually'

. a
apply to safety or quality, ti-4 could also describe how well .sFhools

. -\

.placed gradUates in jobs for which they trained, ,*

I
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Recomn?ndation I/3. The federal governme:zt, _states:, .and
local authorities should insure that all schools, public

# - and private, adhere to L'iruth-in-Advertising requirements..
ti

.. z 0i 4

k I

Any school that advertises occupational training, even if

only in a catalogue, should be required to substantiate their clai,ms

about>labor market conditions and employment opportunities; and the

burden of proof for subitantiating claims. should rest, with the school.

Truth -in - Advertising requirements should pay particular atten-

tion to the definition of occupational objectives and explain them

to students. A bookkeeper is not an accountant; but many words that

inaccurately describe jobs are used almost interchangeably.

Recopmendation 114. Rederal and state governments-shaird-
invesit appropriate agencieS-,with thi power to audit
public and private salbols itoo..nsure that information

-----aalined in Recommendationiill is"given to prospective
students., and that the -information is accurate. State
governments should also' audit public 'and private school
claims about the value of training offered.

'Currently, limited Authority for regulating post-

secondary schools ,lies wkh voluntary accreditation Commissions, the,

Federal Trade Commission, the U.S., Office of Education, the Veteran's

Administration, and a, host of offices within state departments of

edUcation. New-legislation could expand the Federal-Trade- Commits

12
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authority, but actual enforcement should rest within each state

where the job is small enough to be dOne effectively and local

citizens can maintain control within broad federal guidelineS.

.-

Authority for-auditing and enforcement should be placed

in state consumer affairs bureaus or oth agencies already charged

with enforcement and not within departments of education. States

might also charge "1202" commissionsorinewly-formed coordinating

councils with the auditing and enforcement.

Recommendation #5. The federal, state, and local govern-

ments, and individual schools, should move to insure that

graduates of occupational programs receive equal pay for

equal work.

In all but one case, ethnic Minorities'a-kd women earned°

less than men in similar jobs. Schools and employers

havean ethical and moi-at obligation, to work toward equal pay, but

they may also be legally culpable- wtign_they-__actiscely_engage_ilVjob
.

placement and referral activities that are discriminatory. SchOols

should know they may be open for class-action suits for possible

,violations of SectionEL.(D)-pf the Equal -Pay Act-of 1963 contained

within the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938, Title VII of the Civil

'Rights Act of 1972, and the 14th Amendmerit. We recommend that federal

and state governments take steps,to see that graduates are prote'cted,

according to these laws.

13
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We realize that if schools are forced to,divulge informa-

tion_about placement rates and earnings of graduates, some would

seek out only. students that have-the best chariceiof finding better

jobs (white males) which would put women and ethnic minorities at
I .

*Ia further diadvantage, To avert this possibility, the federal

government should Consider incentive plans that Iould allow cash

payments to schools demonstrating they have equalized salarieS

between men and women, and between whites and ethnic minorities.

Recommendation #6. Federal, state, and total govern-.

.ments should encourage. experimentation on ways to best

use aZZ institutional resources for postsecondarykoccu-

, pational training. 4

__
There is little coordination among the 10,000proprietary .

ti

schools, more thah 2,000 public communty'college and technipT schools,

and many,private-nonproftt schools that all offer occupational train-

ing. Rarely do they meet except when competing for the same shrinking

resources.

We recommend that each level of government try to answer the

question- -which kind of school does which jobs best?--with the aim at

finding out'how to use each kind of school most effectively. Public,

schools might be most effective with longer programs (altiough most

could be shortened) that require a large capital investment. Proprietary

.

7ti
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schools might do better with low-capital, short-term programs with

fast turnovers that yield a quick return on investment.

Some public schools 'have already explored cooperating with

proprietary schools through ..subcontracting. The public school offers.

4
general education and retains.the ultimate right of student certifi-

cation, but subcontracts with local proprietary schools fqr,skill

training.

RecoMmenda.tin Publie'and proprLetaiv schools shuld

evalutthe objectives of their own programs and determine

.
how well they are meeting them.

This recommendation, which has no teeth in it, is based on

the, assumption that schools would like to do a, better job of training

students for employment than they- -now do,- Employers ''do need trained

employees for joiA, and schools are the logical,place- for some'kinds,
..

of training. With better planning and coordination, Amore people could

be satisfied all around.
.

,

Each schoOl should clearly define the employment objectives

of each of its occupational programs and then ask these basic questions:

ti

Are the programs,: goals realistic?

Is there a job' market for graduates? ,

16
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Are graduates getting a fair return on their investment

of time and money?

Only after thorough selfanalysis should authorities in

public and private schools say with conviction that there is a value
4 4

added by the training offered. If graduates could get the same jobs

without the training, schools should revamp their offerings.

O
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